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CHINESE SPACECRAFT LANDS ON THE MOON

China becomes only the 3rd nation - and the 1st in 37 years
an unmanned craft on the moon as Chang'e-3 touches down.

14 Dec 2013 -

- to

land

We have reproduced the above photo's of the Chinese landing craft and on the following page we have
the ftrst photographs released by the Chinese Space Agency.
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Moon Landing 'Jade Rabbit'. 17 December 2013
c

Chinese images from the Moon, indicates life on the Moon.
On the following image release4 by the Chinese from the moon lander Yutu, you see green and purple
areas that could indicate vegetation and/or bacterial life on the moon. NASA did tell us the moon was
gray, death and had no colours. When you roll your mouse over the image below you see the spots
marked. NASA nor the Russians did show us any colours, are the Chinese showing us the truth. It seems
that this is indeed an images made on the moon, but it is to early to come to a conclusion at this point.
For now we salute the Chinese for releasing what seems to be the real stuff.
New images released by the Chinese space agency show that the green an purple colours are real, new
images from a different angle of the same area are released today. China is complete undermining the
American and Russian protocol that told us for decades that the Moon was death and gray. This is
world breaking news we have found but we doubt it will reach the main stream media.

How much longer will the Chinese broadcast these kind of images into the world. The moon
is reddish brown not gray. NASA experts will soon appear on TV to explain this away. We expect them
to tell you that the image from the Chinese are wrongly exposed and that this is why we see the colours
or it is the angle of the sun.
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California Crop Circle Sparks UFO Talk
By Jonah Lustig

Dec 31, 2013 3:24pm

An unexplained crop circle in Salinas, California USA., has captured the curiosity of alien enthusiasts
and conspiracy theorists across the nation.
The patterns were noticed by aerial photographer Julie Belanger, who told ABC News she was shocked
to discover them during a flyover on Monday. (30th December 2013)

Aerial images show bizarre markings in a field in Salinas, Calif., Dec. 31, 2013 (Credit: lllth Aerial
Photography & Video)

Adding to the mystery is a video posted on Y outube that shows two friends coming across the patterns
after seeing green lights emanate from a field.
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A representative from local Echelon Security Co. told the San Jose Mercury News he was hired to
protect the land from rowdiness, but could not provide the identity of the landowner. A spokesperson for
Echelon declined to provide further comment to ABC News.

The Salinas Crop Circle appeared on 29th December 2013

We are indebted to our colleague Jim Smith (Montana) who has since informed us that his sister lives in
the vicinity of this Crop Circle event and that the fanner has now ploughed under this Crop Circle and it
is no longer visible.
There was widespread condemnation of the farmers action in the press and on the media at the time!
THE FINAL SOLUTION

On the 8th January, the NVIDIA Computer Company (USA) released a short documentary on the
intemet revealing that they were responsible for the Salinas Crop Circle produced in December 2013
(pictured above).
It was an apparent publicity stunt to publicise their new computer chip, which they described as 'The
fastest chip in the Universe'.
Careful planning had taken place two weeks before the actual crop circle had been mapped out on the
ground and the fmal result was spectacular.
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UFO CRAFT DISRUPTS BREMEN AIRPORT (GERMANY) 7th JANUARY 2014

The airport said on Monday night that the UFO showed up on its radar several times over three hours
from 6. 30pm to 9.30pm. Police said in a statement that they were alerted at 6.30pm about a UFO over
Bremen and a patrol car also saw the object.
A police helicopter was sent up to try and find the UFO but could not, although the Weser Kurier
newspaper reported it could be seen through binoculars from the airport's traffic control tower. The
helicopter search was called off at 8. 45pm, according to the police statement.
Bremen police and authorities have confirmed that a UFO flew over the German city and passed
within 300 metres of the Werder stadium at 6:30 pm on Tuesday evening.
The incident forced the closure of the airspace over the city in northern Germany for approximately
three hours, during which time the object appeared and disappeared on the airport radars.
The event led to several delayed flights and a police spokesman stated, "There was something there,
but we don't know what it was. " The entire German press has been reporting on the unexplained
incident. Officers are now investigating the case on grounds of unauthorized intrusion into controlled
au space.
A spokeswoman for German Air Traffic Control (DFS) said: "It had normal lights, red and green, and
an approach light on both sides," the Weser Kurier reported.
Eyewitness Dominique Hober told the paper the object was flying at between 100 and 200 metres and
passed over his house four times.
"It looked like a plane," he said. "It had lights but was a lot louder."
A flight from Frankfurt had to be cancelled and a second flight from Munich was diverted to
Hannover. Another plane coming from Paris had to stay airborne for a while before it could land.
A Bremen police spokesman said. "We still don't know what it was, but it was there." Possible
explanations are that it was a drone or a balloon-like aircraft.
On Sunday in the town of Zwickau, Saxony, an initially unidentified aircraft landed on a field behind a
house.
·

Hours later it turned out to be a remote-controlled model airship.
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Silent Colorful Spherical UFO Spotted Over Blackbum, UK
Posted: 11 Jan 2014

os:oo AM PST

The Lancashire Telegraph newspaper says they have received additional UFO sighting reports after
news coverage of a recent sighting in Barnoldswick, England. They also solicited tweeters to submit
their sightings, and received this picture taken in July over the town of Blackburn.
The

Barnoldswick UFO sighting included a photo that was posted on the Pendle Today newspaper's

website on December 19, 2013.

Since then, the Lancashire Telegraph says they received another UFO sighting report from December.
This sighting was in the town of Accrington on December 13, 2013. Witness Mike Ashworth told the
Lancashire Telegraph:
"My family and I were getting out of our car and going into our house when I noticed something
moving above me. I shouted to everyone 'look at that'. It was a half spherical object that was bright lime
green in colour with loads of red pulsating lights underneath it. Size in the sky was approximately the
size of a golf ball when held at arm's length. It took about 12 seconds to go from over head, to
disappearing over Longridge Fell some 15 miles in a north-westerly direction. It made no noise and was
travelling far faster that the commercial aircraft that fly over Accrington daily. "
Earlier this week the Lancashire Telegraph

tweeted a request for followers to tweet them back their

UFO stories. One of the responses included a photo. Tweeter @ Bloddys_world says he took the
following photographs on July 11, 2013 in the town of Blackburn.

Silent Colorful Spherical UFO Spotted Over Blackbum, UK

@ Bloddys_world also described another UFO sighting in his neighborhood. He tweeted:
In the late 70s, lots of people in Bburn woken by a bright cigar-shaped light that floated across town
following the railway line . . . it affected electricals like clocks & alarms. Our neighbour (old man) had
been in RAF saw it. He said "wasn't anything of ours ".
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'Did you see that?' Heathrow jet pilot saw high-speed 'UFO' that 'passed
.
within feet of his plane'
Source: Mail On Line Tuesday, Jan 14 2014

By Sam Webb PUBLISHED: 14:57, 5 January 20141 UPDATED: 16: 04, 5 January 2014
Pilot reported a silver cigar-shaped object heading straight for him
He ducked and reached out to co-pilot as 'craft' passed just above cockpit
•
Air authorities say it was likely a reflection from an aircraft to the west
A pilot has reported a mysterious flying object passed within feet of his cockpit in the skies around Lon
don's Heathrow Airport.
•

•

The captain of the A320, flying to the west of the airport, was looking out the a cockpit window and saw
a cigar-shaped metallic object flying at a similar altitude, seemingly directly at his plane.
A report on the apparent near-miss, which took place in July, (2013) has just been released by the UK
Airprox Board, part of the Civil Aviation Authority.

Are they out there? The captain of the A320, flying just to the west of the airport, was looking out the a
cockpit window and saw a cigar-shaped metallic object, it has been reported File picture below.

Fire in the sky: The pilot described the craft as shaped like a rugby ball/cigar and metallic in appearance.
It said: 'Having very little time to focus, he was under the apprehension that they were on a collision
course with no time to react. 'His immediate reaction was to duck to the right and reach over the alert the
FO (first officer); there was no time to talk to alert him.
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'His first words to the FO were, "did you see that?", who replied "see what?"
The captain perceived an object pass within a few feet of the aircraft. It could best be described as cigar/
rugby ball-like in shape, bright silver and metallic-like in construction.'
The pilot asked air traffic control if any other aircraft were in the vicinity, but was told that there none
close by, although there were other airliners to the west.

Investigators ruled out the possibility that it was a meteorological balloon or a heliwn balloon.
The report added: 'Nevertheless, the A320 pilot was subject to a powerful impression of immediate
danger, caused by his perception of an object closing rapidly on his aircraft.
'Although only supposition, members opined that this may have been due to a combination of a possible
reflection of the low sun off one of the aircraft to the west, and of the pilot's head movement as he
looked forward.
'It was decided that, although the reflection theory had some merit, the overall dearth of information
relating to the event rendered and meaningful fmding impossible.'
Source: Mail On Line Tuesday, Jan 14 2014
From the Telegraph:

Jet in 'near miss' with UFO

An airline pilot reports a close encounter with a UFO near Heathrow Airport which has baffled the

aviation authorities
The incident occurred while the A320 Airbus was cruising at 34,000ft, around 20 miles west of the
airport, over the Berkshire countryside The captain told the aviation authorities who have investigated
the incident that he was certain the object was going to crash into his aircraft and ducked as it headed
towards him.
The investigation has been unable to establish any earthly identity for the mysterious craft, which left
the aircrew with no time to take evasive action.
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AN HISTORIC ALIEN EVENT IN OCTOBER 1973
(Details taken from a report in : 'News Extra' USA February 17, 1974)
Police Chief Jeff Greenshaw of Falkville, Alabama, USA, is probably the first man on Earth to have
photographed a life form from another world.
Responding to a call from a hysterical woman who claimed she had witnessed landing in a field near her
home in October 1973, Greenshaw came face to face with a six foot metallic creature.
Covered with a silvery tin foil material, the being walked towards the startled law officer.
"The closer it got, the more scared I got," Greenshaw said. "I was shaking so I could not move."
Before bolting from the scene, the police chief managed to flash four Polaroid photos of the creature,
which appeared to have a short antenna atop its head covering and to have a featureless face.
The being moved stiffiy and soundlessly, Greenshaw noted. It began running down the highway when
the policeman attempted to catch up with it in his squadrol (police car?).
"He was running faster than any human I ever saw," he added. "I didn't believe in men from outer space
then, but I do now."
Although it is not impossible to fake a Polaroid photo and although the police chief had always been
considered reliable before the incident.
Greenshaw ran into considerable prejudice after the event occurred, but Greenshaw remains convinced
that he actually saw and photographed a creature from a UFO.

The 'Alien Creature' photographed by patrolman
Jeff Greenshaw in October 1973

Continued over page
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ALABAMA COP HEXED BY UFO
From a Press Report by Dave Heard

Patrolman Jeff Greenshaw
Alabama policeman who received nationwide publicity when he photographed an unearthly creature
last month, has lived to regret it.

An

Since the incident Jeff Greenshaw has been pursued by a mysterious force visiting a string of disasters
on the young man.
Last month a wave of UFO sightings swept the world. At its height, patrolman Greenshaw of Falkville
Ala. , saw a mysterious creature. , silver creature walking along a country road.
The frightened policeman had never seen anything like the creature. Remembering a camera which he
kept in his car's glove compartment, Greenshaw was able to get a picture of the mysterious visitor.
Shortly after the incident, Greenshaw's troubles began.
At home he received mysterious threatening phone calls. On patrol, strangers unexpectedly began
harassing him. Greenshaw was really shaken up when his car engine suddenly exploded, nearly killing
him.
His wife began acting strangely and then abruptly left Greenshaw. When she divorced him shortly after,
he moved into a house trailer. It was destroyed by fire one night.
Then came the last straw. City officials suddenly fired Greenshaw without any explanation.
Greenshaw, badly shaken by these experiences , has stopped talking about the mysterious creature and
vows never to use his camera again. Whoever-or whatever- wanted Greenshaw silenced has succeeded.
Mr Greenshaw's story isn't as farfetched as it might sound. If you accept the possibility that extrater
restrial beings are among us, then you must accept that they are a highly sophisticated and advanced
civilization.
OVNI ED:

I feel that there are too many inconsistencies in this report. Initially Jeff Greenshaw had
been described as a 'Police Chief. In an earlier report he claimed to have taken four Polaroid photo's of
two aliens on the road and two photographs of 'aliens' were produced. Greenshaw had previously stated
that he "was shaking so he could not move" and yet he went on to reach inside his car and take four
photographs! The 'silver suited' alien appears to have a human face peering through a clear visor? The
journalist comments that 'the extraterrestrial beings are among us', but surely they would soon be
spotted in 'silver suits' ?
Since the 1970's we have learned that the 'Aliens' often appear in human form and not in 'silver suits'!
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Crashed Saucer near Edwards Air Force Base
Saucer Crash, Alien Abduction, Military Cover-up

By

Billy Booth 14 -1-2014

Summer of 1971- North of Edwards Air Force Base, California - A small mushroom-shaped craft
crashed close to Edwards AFB. It was dull gray (gun-metal) in color with greenish lights, about 3-3, 5
meters in diameter and 1.5-2 meters in height. 3 gray humanoids, including one that was still alive and a
human female abductee (Lorraine Dvorak Cordini) were found onboard. The craft, bodies and survivors
were moved to Edwards AFB.
The witness Debbie Clayton reported that she heard a loud roaring sound and then a loud crash. Outside
she could see a cloud of dust several blocks away. She walked over to the crash site and while other
civilians were studying the craft, the military arrived, weapons drawn. One of the civilians had been
taken photographs and an Air Force officer ripped the camera from his hands and smashed it, but didn't
try to remove the film.
The craft had no markings but seemed to be scratched. There were no windows or seams, and it
appeared to be moulded in one piece. The texture was smooth. The military told the witnesses to leave
or be arrested. The military then covered the craft with a large canvas and lifted it with cables attached
to the canvas. Once it was loaded, the military left and there was no mention of the incident in the news
papers. The cause of the crash was later established to have been a technical malfunction. Lorraine
Dvorak Cordini later was able to remember (despite the fact that the military attempted to erase her
memory with the use of drugs, hypnosis, etc.) that she had been traveling onboard the UFO from a
mother-ship in space.
The Extraterrestrials

She was dressed in a tight-fitting pink bodysuit. Three extraterrestrial crewmen were returning her to
Earth in a small pod-like craft. Lorraine soon found herself standing amid the wreckage. One dead alien
was far to her left, barely visible from where she stood, another dead alien was about 20 feet in front of
her. A military person was apparently kicking the alien's dead body. The third alien crewmember was
alive and standing about 20 feet from her, dazed, confused and disoriented. She too felt this way.
Suddenly she felt a jerk as a military person grabbed her arms, brought them around her back and hand
cuffed her. As they were hauling her off she received an image in her mind of the "captain" onboard the
mother-ship. It was a tall, 6' humanoid in a long white gown, short brown hair, female, which was
communicating to Lorraine how sorry she was for not being able to help her and the other aliens, for if
they did they would be detected. Her sorrow was apparent. Other aliens were around her and the same
feelings of helplessness and frustration were felt. The other aliens resembled small gray humanoids
(similar to the ones seen in the movie "Close Encounters").
Abductee Taken Away

Lorraine was then thrown into the backseat of a black limousine. Her next memory was what surfaced in
the hypnosis session. Lorraine was lying on a cold metal table in a hangar. Three military persons stood
to the left of the table. One may have been an officer because he had a different cap than the fatigue
uniforms of the other two persons. Another uniformed military man was at Lorraine's head and to the
right and to his left was an alien whom Lorraine described as having a pumpkin-shaped head. He had
appeared in a childhood experience that previously surfaced during the same hypnosis session.
In the childhood experience he was in a spacesuit. .. Lorraine's child's mind saw him dangling outside the
window in a deep sea diver's suit. This alien was about 4 ft. tall, his body bulbous and brown. His head
bulbous and pumpkin-like. Lorraine "heard" the alien thinking how great he felt about himself and how
proud he was to be in the service of the earth military men... he had a smug attitude and the military man
next to him showed contempt towards the alien.
She was very confused and disoriented. Her next memory was of being yanked off the table and being
dragged outside the hangar. There she saw many flashing red lights and screamed, "My God, that isn't a
space ship that is the police, my God it is the police." The military men then sat her on a bus and she
ended up in San Francisco stranded and lost.
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SEASONAL GREETINGS FROM NEW ZEALAND

From Members of the Tauranga UFO & Paranormal Society.

Tauranga UFO & Paranormal Soc. Dec 2013. (lan Lucas is arrowed)
It is a refreshing change to have a photograph sent of our colleagues in new Zealand and to be able to put
a face to a name on a text or e-mail.
The PRA regularly exchanges information with Ian Lucas of the TUFOPS group and also Derek Kendall
of Kawerau, New Zealand.
We have a number of contacts around the world which shows the wide interest in the UFO subject.

Een voorspoedig 2014!.

UFO Researchers: Belgium
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Lloyd Pye Has Died

Word comes that Pye has died on December 9, 2 0 13.
(In 2 0 13 Pye was diagnosed with cancer and retired from active research of the Starchild skullJ
"This is Lloyd's nephew. Lloyd Pye passed away at approximately 6:15 PM CT USA. Lloyd was
surrounded by family and died in his mother's arms. The family is asking for privacy at this time as we
deal with the loss. We will post additional information in the near future. Thank you to all of his friends
and fans for your support, prayers and love. He loved you all deeply. "
Pye was born in Houma, Louisiana, to Lloyd A. Pye Sr. , an optometrist (died 2007), and Nina; Lloyd
Pye had three brothers. He earned a football scholarship to Tulane University in New Orleans as
a running back/punter from 1964- 1968. He was the Tulane Green Wave football team's leading punter
1967-1968. He graduated in 1968 with a B.S. in psychology and joined the U.S. Army as a military
intelligence specialist.
Lloyd Pye was an author and paranormal researcher best known for his promotion of the Starchild skull,
which he claims is the relic of a human-alien hybrid although DNA tests have shown it is from a human
male. He also promotes the ideas that cryptozoological creatures such as Bigfoot are real and that aliens
intervened to create life on Earth.:.

•

In the late 1990s, Pye obtained a curiously shaped skull from a couple in El Paso, Texas that he believes
is an alien-human hybrid and proof that humans are descended from extraterrestrial beings he calls
"terraformers". DNA tests show that the skull is from a human male.
In addition to authoring books, Pye also gives lectures and has made television appearances in support
of his ideas on The Learning Channel, National Geographic Channel, Extra, Animal Planet, and Richard
& Judy in the United Kingdom.Pye has stated that he believes Bigfoot exists, as well as the similar
Mongolian cryptid the Almas.:.
There are many tributes on his Facebook page - and they all say similar things - he was a friend to
everyone and made everyone feel welcome in his life. He was a great listener, thinker and speaker. He
set a shining example for those looking for the truth and helped to shine light into areas of murkiness or
darkness. He has inspired many of us and I was so glad and honoured to have counted him as a friend.
(Andrew Johnson).
Despite any disagreements he might have had with others in cryptozoology, he was a gentle and friendly
man. I met him in Texas, at a Bigfoot conference, and found him to be a sincere, cordial gentleman,
committed to his findings and theories. (Loren Coleman)
OVNI Ed: Lloyd Pye visited Derby in September 2012 and gave a presentation at the YMCA . (see
OVNI issue Nov/Dec 2 0 12).
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t C SUNSPOT

: On Tuesday, 7th January the sun's first major solar flare of the year
emerged from a massive sunspot on the surface of our favourite star, known as AR1944 and described
by NASA as "one of the largest sunspots seen in the last ten years.
AR1944, which is "as wide as seven earths," has an active region which spans more than 200,000 km
of solar terrain and contains many dark cores, the largest of which could swallow Earth three times
over. The sunspot is located in a position where it almost directly faces our planet, and this means that
there is a threat of geoeffective eruptions. NOAA forecasters predicted a 90% chance of geomagnetic
storms on Jan. 9th-10th when a coronal mass ejection (CME) is due to strike Earth's magnetic field
DERBY UFO: 25th Dec.

2013. From Mr C. Harris.

Do you know if anything was reported last night (25 Dec.) in Derby 9pm approx?
My son and his wife saw a stationary light that blinked off and then on again and wasn't seen again?
CJH
BBC HORIZON PROGRAMME 'COMET ISON' (27th NOV.2013)
Comment (Extracts) by Andrew Johnson.

They were happy to spend time talking about theories-but missed out all the evidence proving that
comets are not made of water/ice primarily (as proved by the Stardust mission alone - which they
mentioned-but only to say "water was not detected because it vaporised when it hit the aerogel").
I also spotted 2/3 outright mistakes by those speaking -Dr Melissa Morris stated that each molecule of
heavy Water (Deuterium Oxide) has "an extra proton" compared to molecules of ordinary water. This
is incorrect. It has an extra neutron.
The whole documentary was constructed, apparently, to promote 2 things.
( 1) Comets are 'dirty snowballs' - despite the evidence gathered which now proves this is not true
(2) Study of Comets will prove the current theories about the origin of the solar system and the planets
in it are basically incorrect.
The available data also prove that the current theories about planetary origins are woefully incomplete
or just plain wrong.
However this doesn't stop scientists bamboozling people with nonsense (and lies) when their funding
is at stake. Here's that good quote from NASA scientific talking about Comet Borrelly which has a
HOT DRY SURFACE.
Http://www .jpl.nasa.gov/releases/2002/release 2002 80.html
Transalation: "We ignore evidence which proves our theory is wrong. "

The next PRA meeting will take place at the Royal British Legion, Allenton, Derby (DE24 9AF)
at 8pm on Tuesday 28th January 2014.
A Presentation of two vintage fascinating UFO videos:
Sightings, 100 years of UFO's
A PRA Video of a collection of local 'Flying Triangle' witnesses (Bakewell etc.)

Plus all the latest UFO news and a Free UFO book raffle.
£2 contribution on the night: Non-members welcome

Articles and opinions printed in the

OVNI do not

necessarily reflect the views of the PRA.

Unless otherwise stated© OVNJ articles may be reprinted with due acknowledgement to their source.

